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OUR THANKS  
 

 

We are sincerely grateful to all of the companies and individuals in South Africa and abroad for 

your commitment and continued support throughout this year- you are our broader Home of 

Hope family and we are truly thankful for you. We appreciate every donation we have received 

whether it be monetary or physical donations dropped off at our offices or charity shops. We 

want to thank especially the members of our closer community and our Facebook community 

who have stood by us in some very difficult times throughout the past year and for assisting us 

when we were in need- we could not have done this without you! We are humbled by the fact 

that with the continued financial difficulties all South Africans are facing, that you are still able 

to reach out and support us. This was a very difficult year for us; being very close to shutting 

our doors, but with the support we have received from you we have managed to overcome this 

mountain and now look forward with hope in our hearts and excitement in our stride. As a result 

of the support from our extended Home of Hope Family we have managed to continue making 

a positive and significant difference in the lives of our children and young adults and look 

forward to 2020 with so many exciting plans waiting to unfold.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OUR VISION 

Working together for a brighter future for every child 

 

 

OUR MISSION 

To support vulnerable children and families experiencing various hardships, including Fetal  

Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), with a holistic child-centred approach, to help them reach  

their optimal potential in becoming contributing and socially responsible members of society. 
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 
 

It is time for the Annual Report which signals the fact that 
another year has come to an end providing me with the 
opportunity to speak to you again. 

Albert Einstein’s once said “Not everything that can be 
counted counts, and not everything that counts can be 
counted.” 

With Albert Einstein’s words in mind I would like to share 
the report with you. The financial year of 2019/20 was 
extremely challenging for us at Home of Hope, to the 
point where we had to consider closing our doors due to 
the lack of funding. This would have meant that our 
children would have lost not only their school; a place 
where they are understood, but also their home, which 
is much more than just a house to them. Home of Hope 

is a place where our children live as a family, a place where they are happy, safe, 
secure and can be at peace. 

We are a value-driven organization built on faith and commitment in providing a 
brighter future for every child. We had to look at what could be counted and weigh it 
against what we could not count in a measurable financial value. This was the fact 
that our children have a 'family’ that saw within each child their God given potential, 
that we love them, that we have acceptance of who they are and need to continue to 
pave and create opportunities for them to grow and develop into successful adults 
within society. With this in mind we seized our faith and continued with our plans to 
develop our mission of providing only the best possible care for our children. We 
were not going to give up, no matter what! 

I am humbled, at the same time proud by the energy and initiative of staff, board 
members, volunteers, funders and the greater community who took hands with us 
and helped us out of our financial predicament mainly caused by a major cashflow 
problem. 

Not many people would be aware of the sacrifices that had been made by our staff 
in the interest of continuing to provide for our children. We stuck to the belief that we 
were going to be okay and trusting that our time as an organization was not up. We 
worked daily believing in the goodwill of our community and that God would come 
through for us. It was through the help of Dory Heuseveldt, one of our international 
volunteers who sponsored the opening of our second charity shop which brought an 
ease to the cashflow problem. Starting the two charity shops has helped us 
tremendously in becoming more sustainable and solving the cashflow problem. 
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I am happy to say that we are ready to face the new financial year. 

On that note of celebrating our success of keeping our doors open, I would like to 
extend a huge thank you to every single person, family, corporate, trust, volunteer, 
school and organisation who supports us in each and every way. You have become 
everyday Heroes to us. THANK YOU! 

Yours sincerely 
 
Enid Sinequan 
Chairperson 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Time spent playing 

with children is never 

wasted 

- Dawn Lantero 
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OUR SERVICES 
 

 

• Child and Youth Care Centre: Giving children in need a loving and supportive home 

which is designed to be as close to a normal family environment as possible while 

catering for their individual and special needs. 

 

• Sunhome Care Farm: Providing a solution to our challenges for the future of our young 

adults. Home of Hope believes that in combining the care of the land, animals and that 

of intellectually challenged young adults we are able to support them, so that they can 

function as independently as possible. Instilling self-worth, developing skills and work 

opportunities to be utilised in the open market within different sectors which will provide 

sustainable livelihoods for them.  

 

• Amathemba Special Needs School: Is one of the few schools in SA with a unique 

specialisation in educating children with FASD, as well as catering for the needs of other 

children who suffer from a range of neurological disabilities.  

 

• Community Support Programmes: Raising awareness of FASD among professionals 

under our Professional Training Programme while also supporting families and 

caregivers of those affected by FASD. 

 

• Charity Shops: Forming a part of the Skills Development for our young adults who are 

seeking to enter the work place, while raising much needed funds for our organisation.  

 

  

 

 

Don’t let what you can’t do 

stop you from doing 

what you can do 

-John Wooden 
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CHILD AND YOUTH CARE CENTRE                 

-BIANCA WICHTMANN 
 

Our CYCC has undergone their first Quality Assurance Evaluation by the Department of Social 

Development during May 2019 and we have succeeded in passing this evaluation well and 

received good feedback. We are relieved that the hard work of registering the centre and putting 

our systems in place has paid off and we can now continue to render our services to the children 

entrusted into our care. Our first child has left the CYCC to go to the Sun Home Care Farm- as 

sad as it was to see him go we have peace in the knowing that he is receiving all the best care 

at the farm and is achieving far beyond what we ever imagined. We are so proud! 

 

We have over the past year welcomed 3 new children into our home and are proud of how well 

they have settled in. We trust and hope that their time with us will continue to be fruitful, secure 

and will provide them with a home environment that not only provides belonging and safety but 

also a space in which we can continue to assist them to overcome their unique challenges 

brought on by their disabilities. 

 

We have been blessed with a new stairlift in our home which assists our children who are not 

able to climb the steps leading to the upstairs unit. We have also been blessed with a new 

quantum bus which has made our daily transport more economical. We want to thank Wings of 

Support and Wilde Ganzen Foundation for donating the bus. We are so grateful for every helpful 

hand and every rand donated to bring us to where we are today. Opening the CYCC has been 

a long and at times hard journey but we are grateful that we are standing on top of this mountain 

with victorious smiles on our faces. We have had a few maintenance challenges this year but 

with the support of our local community and companies managed to overcome them. We are 

humbled by the support and assistance of our local community and international sponsors. We 

would not be able to do what we do without this support. Thank You! 

 

Thea, our Social Worker has settled in with our team over the past year and a half and is dearly 

loved by our children and staff. She has had a challenging year with us as there has been many 

unforeseen situations with staff and our children. She has however pushed through every 

situation and shown true commitment to this organisation and our children. She has done a 

fantastic job of putting in new systems contributing to effective service rendering and therapy 

intervention. Bianca the current CYCC Manager is expecting her first child and will be leaving 

the CYCC to fulfil another position in Home of Hope as of March 2020. Thea will be taking over 

from Bianca to fulfil the role of CYCC manager. We have full faith that Thea will do a fantastic 

job as the new manager of the Centre. We wish her all the best with the tasks and 

responsibilities going forward. We also wish to welcome Siziphiwe Ntoyakhe as our new 

residential Social Worker. Siziphiwe is a real go-getter and has wonderful experience in therapy 

and working with children. We know she will make a valuable difference in the lives of our 

children.   
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During Christmas time we wanted to do something special for our community. The children had 

the opportunity to go and entertain the local old age residents with special Christmas Carols 

and by handing out care packages. The hours of practice paid off and our children did such a 

fantastic job and we are sure the residents thoroughly enjoyed this. Opportunities such as these 

are fantastic in teaching our children to serve but also boosting their self-confidence and 

independence. We will continue to look for more opportunities in which our children can serve 

and so learn to be responsible members of society. 

 

We are excited and hopeful that 2020 will be a good year where we can continue to build on 

our capacity to help those in need. We count ourselves blessed to do what we do. Even though 

some days are tough. Hugs and smiles from little faces popping into your office makes 

everything so much more rewarding. 

 

 

 

 
We love gardening. We are so proud of the plants we grow!  

Our new bus allows us to go on outings & to school everyday   

 

Welcome to our new Social Worker, Siziphiwe!  

Some early morning exercises.  
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AMATHEMBA SPECIAL NEEDS SCHOOL-

KIM FERNANDEZ 
 

The mission of Amathemba School is to support and educate children with special learning 

needs, including Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), with a holistic child-centred and 

individualised approach to help them reach their optimal potential both educationally and in 

becoming contributing and socially responsible members of society. 

 

It is with great pleasure that I present Amathemba School’s Annual Report for 2019- 2020! This 

year was one of challenges and triumphs for Amathemba School, from severe financial 

difficulties to moving into our own premises, a place to call a long-term home.  We sincerely 

thank all those involved for your support, whether monetarily, prayerfully, or through 

volunteering.  Amathemba School has been greatly enhanced through your kindness and we 

are so grateful. 

 

All Amathemba classes are focused on teaching learners remedially, using an adapted national 

curriculum. The classrooms are designed to encourage individualized education and provide 

the opportunity to address learners’ emotional and behavioral needs.   

 

We opened Amathemba in 2010 to address the educational needs of children with Fetal Alcohol 

Spectrum Disorder (FASD) who, as a result of cognitive, behavioural and emotional difficulties, 

cannot cope within the mainstream educational system. In 2016, we registered as an 

Independent Special Needs School. It is one of only a few schools in South Africa catering for 

the special needs of FASD and neurologically challenged children. 

Amathemba School’s philosophy is based on “cognitive modifiability” and “brain plasticity”. 

Amathemba operates on the belief that all children no matter their ‘disability’ have cognition, 

which through therapy, remedial teaching, and interventions, are able to develop their abilities.  

 

Some highlights that we experienced this year were: 

As our older learners graduate and begin their young adult lives, space opens for some new 

faces to begin at Amathemba School. This year we welcomed in 5 new learners, ranging in 

age! With each individual student, it is incredibly rewarding for the educators the witness the 

progress that the children make in an environment that is tailored to suit their needs.  

Welcoming in new students allows the educators to begin a fresh journey of improvement and 

overcoming of obstacles in the new learners’ lives. The learners settled in over time, some 

finding it easier than others. We have enjoyed getting to know and understand the children on 

an individual basis and look forward to playing a role in providing long- term change in each 

one’s life.  

 

Our skills classes continued this year, allowing for further growth and freedom in the children’s 

creativity and skills development. We have continued with cooking classes, computer skills, 

woodwork, sewing and implemented an Arts & Crafts lesson. The Intermediate and Senior 

learners thoroughly enjoy their skills classes each day. Each one is so proud to show off their 
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wooden creations and cooked meals, eagerly displaying these around the school grounds 

when possible.  

 

This year, we began the process of adjusting the foundation phase worksheets to become more 

suitable for children affected by Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder. In the past, we have adjusted 

the curriculum by extending the time over which it was taught and the method of instruction. 

However, this year, we decided to take the curriculum a step further by simplifying the 

worksheets and modifying required CAPS activities. This has allowed for further independence 

in the learners’ daily work, whilst also reducing frustration. Something we believe may create 

additional opportunities for success for the learners in Amathemba School.   

 

Home of Hope wishes to thank all the Amathemba teachers, assistants & therapists for their 

hard work and dedication. We thank the following volunteers who have selflessly dedicated so 

much of their time to help us provide the best possible education to our Amathemba children. 

 

We thank the following for volunteering to teach our Amathemba children special skills: 

• Wendy Robertson and Anle Hartley from Ashalata Equine who do equine therapy with five 

learners each week.  

• Sammy from Music Box who teaches music to our Foundation Phase Class each week.  

• Lesley Burgess for supporting the learners with school supplies.  

• Yvonne Engelbrecht who teaches our needlework class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
I love my weighted jacket! It makes 

learning much easier. 

Weekly Horse Therapy sessions are a 

highlight for some of our children. 

Fun activities form part of our daily 

routine. 
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SUNHOME CARE FARM- ELEANOR BROOK 
 

 

Many of our children are now becoming teenagers and young adults and because of their brain 

damage also entering into the secondary disabilities associated with FASD. These include 

difficulty controlling their impulses, poor judgment, trouble with the law, mental health problems, 

an inability to live independently, victimization and the likelihood of being unemployed. This 

being their reality it was clear that they would require close supervision or at least frequent 

monitoring well past their teen years and into adulthood. Home of Hope is now coming to terms 

with the possibility that many of our children will always need to be in supervised care.  

 

We believe that the ultimate success of an adult affected by FASD will depend on continued 

guidance and close monitoring that require a one-on-one mentor or a job coach, and the 

presence of an “external brain” in social situations. 

 

With the above challenges Home of Hope has started its newest project called the Sunhome 

Care Farm as a solution to our challenge for the care of our young adults. Home of Hope was 

given the wonderful opportunity of Land that is registered under the Sunhome Farm Trust. The 

agreement was that a working care farm would be developed on this 7-hectare piece of land in 

Tierfontein. 

 

Since its inception at the end of 2018 Sunhome Care Farm provides a wide-range of agricultural 

based activities, linking the care of land and animals with that of physically and intellectually 

challenged young people. Within a therapeutic environment which is uniquely set up to ensure 

that they feel safe, valued, involved and dignified in meaningful accomplishments. Home of 

Hope also believes that in doing so we are able to support them, so that they can function as 

independently as possible. Instilling self-worth, developing skills and work opportunities to be 

utilised in the open market within different sectors which will provide sustainable livelihoods for 

them. 

 

Our focus during this financial year was to develop and initiate core infrastructure for varied 

farming activities.  

 

These activities include; 

• Egg farming – Free range eggs that is sold to the public 

• Poultry farming – Free range chickens that is sold to the public 

• Composting – Making our own organic compost 

• Starting our own Vegetable Garden 

• Planting mother gardens for propagation of plants for our own nursery 

• The daily care of animals such as alpaca’s, horses, pigs, sheep, goats and ducks 
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Another big project on the farm which has started is to open a party venue for farm themed 

birthday parties which includes a petting zoo. We are working hard at acquiring funds for this- 

as this will be a great way of raising funds making us more sustainable. 

 

As this year comes to an end and we look back at the many hours of hard work, we also reflect 

on how amazing our young adults have adapted to their new living environment and how 

wonderful it has been to see them flourish in their new surroundings. We are convinced that 

this project will not only benefit our own children but many more children coming from other 

child care organisations and the larger community. As a result of this we decided to expand the 

living space on the farm and through the generous donation from The Christie Foundation we 

were able to erect a steel frame home that is able to house 10 more young adults. We wish to 

thank the Christie Foundation for believing in this project and for taking hands with us. 

 

We are so proud of three of our young adults who have managed to find employment in different 

areas after enquiring skills on the farm. One of these success stories is Clint, one of our oldest 

young adults. A plumbing company volunteered on the farm doing plumbing work for us- when 

they saw what skills Clint had and how well he worked with his hands they offered him an 

apprenticeship in October 2019. We are proud to say that Clint is still working for this company 

and have even moved into his own little flat. We are so proud of our young adults and look 

forward in celebrating many more success stories with them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
     Cleaning the alpaca camp          Some of our free-range chickens 
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Some of the plants that we propagated ourselves 

 Our tortoises having their salad for lunch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Making our own compost                                                                               Planting some trees 

 

                                                                                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Some of the wonderful free-range produce off the farm that can be purchased at our head office in Table View  
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PROFESSIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMME- 

AISLING FOLEY 
 

This project was started in 2013 to address the lack of accessible training for professionals who 

through their work came into contact with individuals and families affected by FASD. 

 

With large stigmas still associated with mental health and disability across our country, children 

living with FASD and their families are often unable to access local education and healthcare 

services, as this disability is often associated with ‘bad behaviour’ rather than giving it the 

medical term and importance it requires. The aim of our Professional Training programme is to 

offer information to professional bodies that often come into contact with such individuals 

through training workshops, participating in conferences and offering lectures. This year we 

offered 36 Workshops and Lectures to Professionals such as social workers, teachers and 

nurses who interact with these children every day. With this we aimed to remove the stigma of 

FASD and teach these professionals not to label children affected by FASD but rather to see 

them as children who are vulnerable and in need of their care and support.  

 

In addition to the educational aspect, this project allowed us to continue our advocacy initiatives 

through newspaper articles, radio time and conference attendance to increase public support 

and media attention on disabilities, specifically FASD, throughout South Africa, to tackle the 

lack of knowledge and stereotypes that currently exist across the country. 

 

In our work we have come to realize that many Government Departments are completely 

unaware of the myriad of problems associated with FASD. Through this project we managed 

to secure attendance at workshops on FASD by state professionals thus educating them on 

the scale of the problem. Such workshops were given outside the home base of the project in 

Cape Town extending to towns such as Hermanus, Robertson, Worcester and to Port Alfred in 

the Eastern Cape. In the Eastern Cape more senior members in the Departments of Health, 

Education and Social Development attended a workshop to place a larger emphasis on FASD 

to establish direct solutions to tackle the problem.  

 

Through this project we were also able to offer training opportunities and so develop the 

capacity in other NGO’s and welfare organisations. These include other Foster Cluster Care 

Schemes and Youth Care Centres. Through the training provided, they are now equipped to 

better interact and care for children affected by FASD which in turn will result in less placement 

breakdowns.  

 

The importance of working together with other organisations is very important to us thus we 

actively sought out collaboration with a number of well-known stakeholders in the field of FASD. 

In doing so we have contributed our own resources and knowledge to achieve a more holistic 

approach in tackling FASD in our communities. 
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We want to thank Aisling Foley, one of our long-time volunteers sponsored by Viatoris Christi 

and Miscean Cara, for her commitment in heading up this project for the past seven years. It is 

clear to us that there is still a huge need for training and information sharing in all spheres of 

our country but we believe that it would be more cost effective to offer it via online platforms. 

As an organization we will continue to be a voice for those affected by FASD. We will continue 

to provide information and educate those willing to hear. We believe that we will make this 

programme more sustainable and reach more people by taking it into a new direction. 

 

As we conclude this chapter, we wish to thank Viatoris Christi and Miscean Cara for their 

continued support and wish Aisling well on her future endeavours. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 We rise by  

 lifting others 

- Robert Ingersoll 
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FUNDRAISING 
 

The fundraising landscape in South Africa has changed hugely, with the pressure of the current 

economic situation on many people who now face challenges of poverty. This has meant that 

more Non-Profit Organizations have opened to meet the ever-increasing needs of people that 

government is unable to meet. This has resulted in many new organizations entering the 

fundraising industry and competing for the same available resources.  Issues that influence 

fundraising include factors, such as fluctuations in the economy and changes in focus of 

funders. Funders are also being directed and informed of development goals set by government 

when determining funding priorities which has a huge effect on organisations such as 

ourselves. As an organisation we have to take note of the trends and try as much as possible 

to align our services and focus for funding accordingly. However, this is not always possible as 

there is always the risk of being side tracked and moving away from the objective of the 

organization which means we now need to look for funding that is not necessarily for specific 

funding allocation but rather for the broader project.  

 

With this there has been a move away from more traditional fundraising events, Home of Hope 

is relying more on companies who host their own fundraising events and are willing to name us 

as their beneficiary as well existing events such as the Cape Town Cycle Tour and those who 

are willing to take up a challenge and raise funds for us in addition to taking up the cycling 

challenge. With the current economic climate, support is decreasing and people are finding it 

hard to attend expensive events so we need to become more creative in raising funds. Below 

are some examples of the fundraising initiatives we undertook during 2019. 

 

Ride for a Child- Cape Town Cycle Tour- 10 March 2019 

We want to thank each of our nine riders who represented us in the ‘Ride for a Child’ challenge. 

Thank you for your commitment and for your sacrifice in campaigning for this fundraising 

initiative. We know the cycle on the day was marked with severe winds and for this we want to 

thank you for embracing it for our children. Secondly, to all of those who partnered with the 

riders and supported them through monetary donations and/or emotional support, we thank 

you!  
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Funky Socks- September 2019 

Our Annual ‘Funky Socks’ Fundraiser brings the Fun into 

Fundraising by allowing School Pupils or Employees to 

purchase a sticker and wear their most crazy or favourite 

pair of socks to school or work. In doing so, participants are 

not only raising necessary funds for children with Fetal 

Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD) but also playing the role 

of Advocate in raising awareness on the dangers of drinking 

alcohol during pregnancy and that this should be prevented. 

Contact our offices if you are interested in joining this fun 

event. 

 

 

 

Home of Hope Christmas Lights- 14-26 December 2019 

What a great way to spend some quality time with friends and family by visiting the annual 

Christmas Wonderland hosted by Home of Hope at our Head Office. It brings our team so much 

fulfillment seeing the joy and amazement on faces young and old. There is something magical 

around every corner from twinkling lights to dinosaur gardens, candy lands and a life size 

singing and dancing Santa Clause. We have a donation post box where visitors are able to 

make a monetary donation which help us in raising much needed funds for Home of Hope and 

our projects. Thank you to all of you from near and far who came to experience the Christmas 

Magic with us and who have contributed in making it a great success. It is an office joke that 

our CEO and Christmas Lights organizer claims every single Electronic light, Christmas 

decoration and Disney toy that comes in for the Annual Christmas light event. After all we have 

to make it bigger and better every year. Keep a look out on our Facebook page for details of 

the next one in 2020 we hope to see you all there again and please tell all of those you know 

to come along and join in on the fun.  
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Home of Hope Charity Shops 

We are happy to say that our first charity shop was such a success that we decided to expand 

and open up a second one. You can now find us at our original shop, 215 Blaauwberg Road 

Table View and our newest shop at Ixia Street, Milpark, Milnerton.  The support from the local 

community has been amazing and we are so grateful to our once off shoppers and our regular 

customers. We would not be able to run this shop or even expand was it not for your support. 

A big thank you also to all of you who have donated your unwanted goods and for allowing us 

to sell it, without your donations we would not be able to run this project. This project allows for 

us as an organisation to become more sustainable in the current economic environment and 

also provide for skills development and work opportunities to our young adults. When you are 

in the area, why don’t you pop in? You might just find a bargain or two. 

 

 

Vrienden van Home of Hope Kaapstad  

One of our International Volunteers, Dory Heuseveldt who has extensive experience in working 

with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder has been volunteering with us from 2017.  She has 

brought a wealth of knowledge and has very quickly become part of our family. She has helped 

tremendously in getting the farm project up and running. Not only has she given of her time and 

personal resources, she has gone a step further in registering an NGO in the Netherlands in 

support of Home of Hope called Vrienden van Home of Hope. 

 

Donations received in the Netherlands can be granted a tax certificate. All funds received are 

directly given to Home of Hope. We thank you Dory, your sacrifice and love for our staff and 

children has been invaluable! 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Dory and one of our young adults 
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VOLUNTEERS 
 

All volunteers within Home of Hope play a vital role in our organisation by assisting in different 

areas such as administrative tasks at our Head Office, sorting of donations at our Charity 

Shops, fundraising initiatives, assisting in the daily lives of our children at the Youth Care 

Centre, helping our teachers at Amathemba and laboring selflessly at our Care Farm.  

We appreciate every minute you spend of your time in dedicating it to our staff and children- it 

is due to your commitment and selflessness that we can work as effectively as we do! 

 

We also wish to thank our international volunteers for being so generous with their time and 

resources. Thank you for your hard work, kindness and dedication to our organization. 

 

 

 

            
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      Wings of Support volunteers helping on the farm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                                          

                                                                                                           Doing serious clean up 

      Replacing all the fencing on the farm 
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DONOR ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS  
 

 

Home of Hope receives many donations with bank references we are unable to put names to 

as well as purposeful anonymous donations who wish to remain nameless during the reporting 

period. We wish to take the opportunity to thank every single one of you who contributed during 

this financial year. Your selfless giving does not go unnoticed and we are truly thankful. 

 

 

INDIVIDUALS 

 

A G WINDHAM 

A GROENWALD 

ADRIA BULPITT 

ALESSANDRA ESTRADA 

BELLI 

AMALIA FERREIRA 

AMANDA SHEDRAK 

ANDREA DIXON 

ANTHEA ABRAHAMS 

ARNET ELIANE 

AS CHAPMAN 

AVI MOODLEY 

BELINDA KETS 

BIANCA BREYTENBACH 

BILL TORR 

BOB LOVE 

BOB SGHERWOOD 

C A BANKS 

C INGRAM 

C MOORE 

C SNIBBE 

C STOCK 

C WANT 

CANDICE THEUNISSEN 

CB JOANNA 

CHARLOTTE NUTTALL 

CHARMAIN WURDEMAN 

CHARNE BREEDT 

CLINTON PRINS 

COLIN DRESCHER 

D HOLLIDAY 

D PALMER 

D STROUD 

D VINGTAS 

DAVID & GUSSIE DEWAR 

DAVID&LAURA HOLLIDAY 

DAWN BEECH 

DE LANGE 

DE VAN SCHALKWYK 

DEBBIE CAMPBELL 

DERRY CHANNING 

DI DE MEZIERIES 

E BROOK 

EJ   GT LEIGH 

ERIKA NIENABER 

F PETERSEN 

FIGL THOMAS 

FIONA ARENHOLD 

FLEXI COVERS 

G ASCH 

G CALDERWOOD 

G DE WET 

G NGUEMBOU 

GENEE CLARKE 

GERALDINE AUGUST 

GERDA SCALZINI 

GILLIAN STANILAND 

GL EYRE 

GORDON RALPH 

H ATTY 

H OBERHOLTZER 

HAYLEY EBERLEIN 

HAYLEY RUBIN 

HELENE STEYN 

HENDRIK DU PLESSIS 

HOCHFELDEN 

I L ANDERSON 

INGE BECK 

INGRID OWENS 

J ARMSTRONG 

J CURRIE 

J DA SILVA 

J HAARHOFF 

J STOCK 

J. PILLAY 

JANENE GAIL THOMSON 

JODY ROSSLEE 

JOE KARABUS 

JSM REYNEKE 

JUANITA JACOBS 

K CHERRINGTON 

K FERNANDEZ 

K MOORE 

KAREN NICOLL 

KASHIF RASHEED 

KYM DALLEY 

LIZELLE M 

L L MONIZ 

L ROSE 

LAUREN KRIZINGER 

LISA ARENSON 

M CRICK 

M D PEREIRA 

M HAARHOFF 

M PRUTTON 

M SMITH 

M WEVERS 

MAGGIE NELL 

MARIE-ANN ANOUILHEZ 

MARIKA IRELAND 

MARILIZE MOSTERT 

MARK OULD 

MELANIE HIRD 

MICHAEL GIMINGHAM 

MICHELLE VAMVADELIS 

MIDDLETON 

MONIQUE LEVEY 

N J KING 
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N PILUSA 

NADIA CAFFA 

NICOLA ROBERTSON 

NK PILUSA 

O VAN HEERDEN 

P DE HAAS 

P MENTIS 

P OBRIEN 

PATRICIA ANNE 

PATRICIA CSIZMADIA 

PATRICK DE BREE 

PAUL FLOQUET 

PG ARTON-POWELL 

PRECIOUS TIRIVANHU 

R B MEAKER 

R COETZER 

R HAGGIS 

R J MUIR 

R LINDSAY 

R MKAU 

R WORTHINGTON 

RA VAN WYK 

RAY TERRY 

RENE ENGELBRECHT 

RG LOURENS 

RICARDO PETERSEN 

RL WILLEMSE 

ROBYN LEIGH 

ROBYN VILJOEN 

RYETTE MUNRO 

S ALGRANTI 

S BHABHA 

S SCHLESINGER 

SANDRA GARDNER 

SANDY MATTISON 

SARIKA GOVINDSAMY 

SHIRLEY MATITI 

SJ BURKE 

SONYA MCMANUS 

STACEY CLEMEN 

SUNSET DENTAL 

SURETHA BEROWSKY 

TAMARA NASOMO 

TIMOTHY GIBSON 

TINA'S GARDEN 

TOM GRINDLEY-FERRIS 

TRACEY LAMBERT 

TRACEY PEACEY 

TRACEY-LEE SEELEY 

TYNAM LOCKE 

V MC CARTHY 

VG KENNETH 

W GENADE 

WENDY HINSON 

WILMANS FAMILY 

YOSSI SCHWARTZ 

YVETTE ROWLANDS 

YVONNE DOBSON 

 

INTERNATIONAL 

 

A NELIGAN 

D S HEUSEVELDT 

E KAPUSH 

MICHAEL WALSCH 

MOLVER STEVE 

 

COMPANIES 

 

4H ENTERPRISES 

8STARS 

ASSORTED AFRICA SPICE 

MARKET 

BRIGHT HORIZONS EAR 

CARLUCCIS BLOUBERG 

DIPAR SYSTEMS (PTY) 

LTD 

DISCHEM FOUNDATION 

DISCOVERY HEALTH 

ELKANAH BLOUBERG 

ERBEN PACKAGING 

EVALUTION TILING CC 

FLEXI COVERS 

FOX P2 JHB 

FPT GROUP 

GELMAR (PTY) LTD 

HOPE SPIRITS (PTY) LTD 

LEWIS STORES 

LILAC BEAUTY 

LITRONICS 

MARINE & 

REFRIGERATION 

ENGINEERING 

MSHIELD SIMPLEPAY 

OFFSHORE 

PROCUREMENT 

PEP 

 

PERNOD RICARD 

PRAXOS 737 CC 

ROHLOFF GROUP 

RABIE C 

SHEER MOBILITY 

SKYLINE GROUP 

SUNSET DENTAL 

TRIDENT TAX AND 

ACCOUNTING SOLUTIONS 

UTAX CAPE TOWN 

 

TRUSTS 

 

AJ HEYNS CHARITABLE 

TRUST 

CAPITEC FOUNDATION 

CHRISTIE FOUNDATION 

COMMUNITY CHEST 

ESKOM 

MAID FOUNDATION 

NG CHURCH 

PT CHARITABLE FUND 

WINGS OF SUPPORT 

VROUEDIENS NG KERK 

KFC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

We wish to thank every single donor for selflessly giving amidst the daily challenges you 

yourself face. Without your giving we would not be able to become more sustainable and 

continue to do the work we do. 

 

 

We wish to extend a special thank you to the following individuals and companies; 

 

Thank you to Robyn Wright for giving our website a fresh look, for updating it with all our new 

endeavors and for making it more user friendly. We love our new look. 

 

Thank you to Minuteman Press once again for the printing of our desk Calendars and Business 

cards. You’ve been supporting us for many years now and we are so grateful. 

 

Thank you to Sheryl Steyn from Inspiration for the designing of our marketing material and so 

much more, we are grateful for your time and great design eye. 

 

And lastly to all the shops and businesses that have our money tins- thank you for allowing us 

into your business or shop, it is greatly appreciated.  

 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to thank every person coming through our doors and lives on a 

daily basis, if we have not mentioned your name or if you have chosen to remain anonymous- 

please know that we are truly grateful for your support.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most precious gift you can give someone is the gift of  

your time and attention  

-Nicky Gumbel 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 

Home of Hope Safe House 

(Registration number: 050226) 
Financial Statements for the year ended 29 February 2020 

Detailed Income Statement 
Figures in Rand Note(s) 2020 2019 

Fundraising 
 

1 321 245 472 856 

Other income 
Donations received 

 
4 246 611 3 297 811 

Government subsidies  906 807 437 933 

Interest received  10 989 9 043 

Rental income  - 67 500 

  5 164 407 3 812 287 

Operating expenses Accounting 

fees 

 

(55 000) (76 016) 
Advertising  (256) (14 000) 

Auditors remuneration 7 (13 800) (12 938) 
Bank charges  (22 428) (20 691) 

Cleaning  (7 845) (18 516) 

Computer expenses  (2 482) (3 046) 

Consumables  (12 799) (12 315) 

Depreciation, amortisation and impairments   (28 804) (65 953) 

Employee costs  (3 617 862) (2 903 700) 

Food, medication, therapy and consumables for children  (309 334) (206 534) 

Insurance  (136 257) (102 805) 

Legal expenses  (6 214) (483) 

Motor vehicle expenses  (170 807) (147 776) 

Municipal expenses  (231 622) (115 652) 

Office equipment rental  (59 218) (48 785) 

Postage  (250) (122) 

Printing and stationery  (59 577) (48 126) 

Rent paid  (283 544) (201 000) 

Repairs and maintenance  (55 410) (110 658) 

School costs  (4 268) (20 219) 

Security  (4 364) (4 004) 

Staff welfare  (16 752) (5 197) 

Subscriptions  (12 499) (4 488) 

Telephone and fax  (62 096) (74 181) 

Travel – local  (5 135) (3 422) 

  (5 178 623) (4 220 627) 
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Operating profit  1 307 029 64 516 

Finance costs  (28 589) (38 669) 

Profit for the year  1 278 440 25 847 
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 

Home of Hope Safe House 

(Registration number: 050226) 

Financial Statements for the year ended 29 February 2020 

Notes to the Financial Statements 

Figures in Rand 2020 2019 

9. Donations received include but are not limited to the following: 

AJ Heyns Charity 408 468 323 507 

Accounting and Financial Advisory (Pty) Ltd - 25 000 

Air Liquide Large Industries (Pty) Ltd - 57 000 

Baker Street - 10 000 

Capitec Bank 60 000 - 

Christie Foundation 601 250 - 

Community Chest 50 000 - 

Department of Social Development 805 207 - 

Dipar Systems 300 000 300 000 

Dischem Foundation 35 000 60 000 

Discovery Health SA 25 000 - 

Erben Packaging  50 504 50 350 

FPT Group 20 000 30 000 

Fox P2 272 000 246 000 

JH Richards Trust - 33 422 

KFC Social Responsibility Trust 108 000 96 000 

Lewis Stores 5 000 - 

Maid Foundation 300 000 300 000 

Marine and Refridgeration Engineering 8 000 - 

Neligan Financial Services 910 - 

Office Mad Liquidation Centre CC - 37 920 

PEP 5 000 5 000 

Pernod Ricard South Africa 150 000 232 350 

Skyline Group 36 000 36 000 

Viatories Christi - 48 212 

Wings of Support 424 273 - 

 3 664 612 1 890 761 
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HOW YOU CAN HELP 
 

 
Financial Assistance 

 

• Nominate Home of Hope as the 

beneficiary of your fundraising events. 

• Name Home of Hope as the beneficiary 

of your will or trust. 

• Sign a pledge form to make a monthly or 

annual donation or sign a debit order 

form. 

• Make a once off donation via cheque, 

direct deposit, our website page, 

snapscan or EFT. 

• Join our ‘Sponsor a Child’ program. 

• Have our money tins at your business or 

shop. 

• Join our once a year ‘Funky Socks’ 

fundraising event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Help us stop the cycle of abuse 

 

You can be and advocate and spread the word in your local community, circle of friends 

and in your family about the dangers of drinking alcohol while pregnant. 

 

 

Donating Grocery Items, Household 

Goods or Clothing  

 

Please contact the office or email us to get 

the ‘Wish Lists’ of all of our projects and the 

various products we need. With the rising 

prices of water, electricity, food, clothing and 

household goods you can imagine the 

running costs for all our projects and our 

monthly budget can be quite high. 
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BANKING DETAILS 
 

Home of Hope banking details: 
Bank: Standard Bank 

Branch: Bayside Shopping Centre, Table View 

Account Name: Home of Hope 

Account: 272800988 

Branch Code: 022209 

Swift Code: SBZAZAJJ 

 

Please email your proof of payments for all deposits to ensure that all funds are allocated 

correctly. The email address for payments is finance@homeofhope.co.za 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The problem with our world is that we draw the circle  

of family too small 

-Mother Theresa 

mailto:admin@homeofhope.co.za
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General contact details: 
Email: info@homeofope.co.za 

Tel: 021 556 3573 

Cell: 073 040 9537 

Website: www.homeofhope.co.za 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/homeofHopeCT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A sincere thank you to all those who contributed in completing this report. We look forward to 

another year of exciting work by the Grace of God and through your continued support. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:info@homeofope.co.za
http://www.homeofhope.co.za/
https://www.facebook.com/homeofHopeCT

